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Abstract 

The authors in this publication present a 

new approach to aircraft systems efficiency 

evaluation. The research station consists of 

two units: an efficiency evaluation unit and 

a flight simulation unit. The efficiency is 

evaluated with the use of fuzzy inference 

systems, designed in Matlab/Simulink 

Software. The simulations were performed 

in the X-Plane aircraft simulations software 

by experienced military pilots and young 

military and civilian pilots cadets at the 

Polish Air Force University. The selected 

results and conclusions end the article. 
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aircraft systems, efficiency evaluation. 

 

1     Introduction  

For ages people have been trying to create more 

perfect and more efficient tools which can be able to 

replace them in numerous aspects of human life. 

[5,9,19,22] In 21-st century implementations became 

so advanced that constructors were trying to find the 

best way to create machines which are more and 

more reliable and have an ability to adjust its 

behaviour in the constantly changing environmental 

conditions. One of the way is the use of fuzzy logic. 

[2,4,6÷8,28,29] We can observe an increasing use of 

fuzzy logic systems in the commercial use of 

machines in many industrial branches. 

[1,17,20,21,23,25÷27,30÷37] Also the authors have 

some achievements in this area. [3,14,18,24] That is 

why, the authors proposed to use a designed 

laboratory station to evaluate selected aircraft on-

board system efficiency. The selected system is a gun 

system. The obtained results were compared to the 

data received from a fulfilled air task on selected 

aircraft and its simulator. Mathworks Matlab 

software was chosen as a tool [15,16] and it was 

combined with Laminar Research X-Plane software 

in one aircraft air task efficiency evaluation system 

(Fig. 1). The main objective of the work is to design 

fuzzy evaluation system which can increase aircraft 

efficiency during different air task (in this particular 

example – increase a gun system efficiency) and 

supports pilots during air tasks (pilots’ decision 

making support system). The approaching to the 

problem is original. What is more laboratory station 

is upgradeable and allows young scientists to 

understand the idea of fuzzy logic use in aircraft on-

board systems, but also of physical phenomena like 

aircraft lift force (it is supported by many functions 

available in X-plane software, Fig. 2, 3). MiG-29 

aircraft model was used during system work 

simulations (comes from webpage: 

http://xplanefreeware.net/barry/index%20MiG29.htm

l). The article consists of three main parts. First is 

description of fuzzy logic evaluator designing 

process. Second is research results. Conclusion ends 

the publication.  

 

Figure 1: Designed laboratory station. 
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Figure 2: Example of screen from X-plane software 

(lifting force). 

 

Figure 3: Example of screen from X-plane software 

(air task trajectory). 

2     Project of a fuzzy evaluator  

A. Project in Matlab/Fuzzy Logic Toolbox 

The first designed in Fuzzy Logic Toolbox fuzzy 

inference system (fuzzy air task efficiency evaluator) 

is presented in Fig. 4 and called 

“predkoscwysoskosc” (in polish language) – 

“velocityaltitude” (in English language). The system 

is no adaptive Mamdani – Zadeh MISO fuzzy system 

(Many Inputs, Single Outputs). There are two input 

signals: aircraft velocity and aircraft altitude, and one 

output signal: efficiency number 1. The ranges and 

parameters of membership functions and also fuzzy 

rules were  determined from aircraft pilots experience 

and technical documentation as a knowledge base. 

There are precise air task data (aircraft velocity, 

altitude, angles) in the aircraft technical 

documentation, which support recommended 

efficiency. [10÷13] Pilots (with at list 500 flight 

hours) were selected as experts. They checked all 

necessary air task data and determined complete rules 

base. What is more some air task were performed on 

aircraft simulator and during real mission. The 

evaluation results depend on input parameters of the 

system. 

 

 

Figure 4: Fuzzy logic evaluator number 1 (Efficiency 

1). 

The second, designed in Fuzzy Logic Toolbox fuzzy 

inference system (fuzzy air task efficiency evaluator) 

is presented in Fig. 5 and called 

“pochylenieprzechylenie” (in Polish language) – 

“pitchroll” (in English language). The system is also 

no adaptive Mamdani – Zadeh MISO fuzzy system 

(Many Inputs, Single Outputs). There are two input 

signals: aircraft pitch angle and aircraft roll angle, 

and one output signal: efficiency number 2. The 

ranges and parameters of membership functions and 

also fuzzy rules were  determined from aircraft 

pilots’ experience and technical documentation as 

was explained. [10÷13] The evaluation results 

depend on the input parameters of the system. 

 

Figure 5: Fuzzy logic evaluator number 2 (Efficiency 

2). 

Fuzzy logic system efficiency evaluator is presented 

in Fig. 6. 

 

Figure 6: Fuzzy logic efficiency evaluator (calculated 

efficiency of the selected aircraft system from 

Efficiency 1 and 2). 

The use of three separated fuzzy evaluators instead of 

one is intentional. It decreased the number of fuzzy 

rules (25 in the evaluator number 1, 28 rules in the 

evaluator number 2 and 25 in the last one – 

calculating efficiency of the system) and allows 

obtaining the calculation results in real time. If we 

used only one evaluator, the number of inference 

rules would be: 

5·5·4·7=700. 

The centre of gravity method was used in all fuzzy 

evaluators during the defuzzification process. 
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B. Project in Simulink Software 

 
The project in Simulink software is based on three 
Fuzzy evaluators (designed in Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, 
red colour in Fig. 7). Simulink Library was the source 
of the each block. 

 
Figure 7: Fuzzy logic efficiency evaluator (designed 

in Simulink software). 
 

First, the laboratory station computers were connected 
with an Ethernet cable. Then, after proper computers 
operating systems connection, the input data were 
imported to Matlab/Simulink software via LAN 
network with use of UDP protocol (User Datagram 
Protocol) and after adjusting to fuzzy evaluators. 

 
Figure 8: Fuzzy logic efficiency evaluator (“Altitude” 

input signal in X-Plane and fuzzy system, scaled in 
ft). 

3     Research results 

A. Results number 1 

Obtained data: 

• aircraft velocity: 767.1 [km/h] (after conversion 

from [kts]); 

• aircraft altitude: 378.6 [m] (after conversion from 

[ft]); 

• aircraft pitch angle: -25.2 [°]; 

• aircraft roll angle: 55.22 [°]; 

• efficiency 1 (centre of gravity method in 

defuzzification process): 58.09 [%]; 

• efficiency 2 (centre of gravity method in 

defuzzification process): 7.32 [%]; 

• calculated system efficiency (centre of gravity 

method in defuzzification process): 21.05 [%]. 

 

Figure 9: Cockpit view (during air task). 

 

Figure 10: Location of the aircraft in the air. 

 

The control surfaces of the designed efficiency 

evaluators are presented in Fig. 11. The first surface 

from the left presents efficiency number 1 and 

aircraft velocity and altitude dependency. The centre 

surface presents efficiency number 2 and aircraft 

pitch and roll angle dependency. The last one (first 

from the right) presents  efficiency number 1 and 
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efficiency number 2 and calculated system efficiency 

dependency. 

The red marks on the control surfaces describe 

calculated output signals for selected input data. 

 
Figure 11: Control surfaces of the calculated 

efficiencies (from the left: efficiency number 1, 

efficiency number 2 and calculated efficiency of the 

selected aircraft system), red marks represents obtain 

data of results number 1. 

 

The calculated system efficiency is 21 [%]. The 

optimal aircraft velocity during the particular air task 

is 767.1 [km/h], however aircraft altitude below 400 

[m] AGL is too low to complete the task with higher 

efficiency. That is why efficiency 1 is almost 60 [%]. 

Another undesirable factor is 55[°] aircraft roll angle 

which also decreasing the calculated system 

efficiency. Comparing the received efficiency results 

to knowledge of experienced pilots and technical 

documentation data we can confirm the proper work 

of the designed system. 

 

B. Results number 2 

 

Obtained data: 

• aircraft velocity: 753.6 [km/h] (after conversion 

from [kts]); 

• aircraft altitude: 1117 [m] (after conversion from 

[ft]); 

• aircraft pitch angle: -54.48 [°]; 

• aircraft roll angle: 5.509 [°]; 

• efficiency 1 (centre of gravity method in 

defuzzification process): 96.33 [%]; 

• efficiency 2 (centre of gravity method in 

defuzzification process): 96.25 [%]; 

• calculated system efficiency (centre of gravity 

method in defuzzification process): 95.98 [%]. 

 
Figure 12: Cockpit view (during air task). 

 
Figure 13: Location of the aircraft in the air. 

 
Figure 14: Control surfaces of the calculated 

efficiencies (from the left: efficiency number 1, 

efficiency number 2 and calculated efficiency of the 

selected aircraft system), red marks represents obtain 

data of results number 2. 

 

The calculated system efficiency is approximately 95 

[%]. All air task flight parameters are optimal. 

Usually the pilots do not execute that kind of air task 

with aircraft pitch angles above 40[°], however in 

this particular example the calculated system 

efficiency will be as high as during the mission with 

aircraft pitch angles equal 40[°]. That is why 

efficiency 1 and 2 are very high. By comparing the 

received efficiency results with the knowledge of 

experienced pilots and technical documentation data, 

we can confirm a proper operation of the designed 

system. 

 

C. Results number 3 

 

Obtained data: 

• aircraft velocity: 538 [km/h] (after conversion from 

[kts]); 

• aircraft altitude: 1359 [m] (after conversion from 

[ft]); 

• aircraft pitch angle: 42.52  [°]; 

• aircraft roll angle: -12.43  [°]; 

• efficiency 1 (centre of gravity method in 

defuzzification process): 67.5 [%]; 

• efficiency 2 (centre of gravity method in 

defuzzification process): 3.255 [%]; 

• calculated system efficiency (centre of gravity 

method in defuzzification process): 1 [%]. 
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Figure 15: Cockpit view (during air task). 

 
Figure 16: Location of the aircraft in the air. 

 
Figure 17: Control surfaces of the calculated 

efficiencies (from the left: efficiency number 1, 

efficiency number 2 and calculated efficiency of the 

selected aircraft system), red marks represents obtain 

data of results number 3. 

 

The calculated system efficiency is approximately 1 

[%]. This very low level of system efficiency is due 

to an increase in aircraft altitude. That kind of system 

work is intentional, because if pilot chooses the long 

distance target and uses the gun system to neutralize 

it, there is a possibility of a success of that mission 

(but probability of success is very low – lower than 

1[%]). By comparing the received efficiency results 

with knowledge of experienced pilots and technical 

documentation data, we can confirm the proper work 

of the designed system. 

4     Conclusion 

In the last decade a huge increase in machine designs 

and devices using fuzzy control systems is visible. 

This issue affects a very wide range of fields of 

science and technology. The attractiveness of fuzzy 

modelling results lies in its affordability, transparent 

mathematical and high efficiency of obtained models. 

The manuscript presents the practical implementation 

of modern engineering solutions in the field of fuzzy 

logic. The project of laboratory station evaluates the 

effectiveness of the Mig-29 aircraft selected air task 

using a gun system. According to the received results 

there is a possibility to use fuzzy logic in selected 

aircraft systems. In the future it could be an integral 

part of the aircraft on-board stores management 

systems. It will help a pilot to choose the optimal 

moment to use the system and complete the task with 

the highest efficiency. The laboratory station is one 

of the few that kind of solutions in Poland and only 

one solving described above problems. 

The designed system is characterized by a fast and 

reliable operation. The inputs and output parameters 

vary smoothly with frequency of 99 Hz. Its reliability 

and stability confirms that the efficiency of selected 

system is calculated in real time during the flight 

which is simulated by X-plane software. 

The main benefits of fuzzy logic use in air task 

efficiency evaluation are: 

- cost of air task (use of cheaper weapon to achieve 

a goal); 

- system designing process is easier (Matlab 

Toolbox user interface) than classical, 

mathematical approach; 

- air task efficiency evaluation is faster. 

Next steps of the future research will be checking the 

membership functions shapes and defuzzification 

methods change and its influence to the results. 

Generally speaking it will helps to choose the best 

designing solutions to this particular problem. After 

that authors will try to develop the evaluation system 

with use of Takagi-Sugeno type model. 
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